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A creative 
framework 
for the future.

EverySpace offers adaptable architecture that can flex and 
flow as needs change and work styles evolve. By putting the 
user at the center of the design, this modular, customizable 
platform combines personal elements with functional 
solutions. EverySpace allows for the creation of tailormade 
workspaces that elegantly support users throughout their day. 
Its capabilities are only limited by your imagination.

Also shown 
Work + Task Seating: Joya™   /   Ottoman: Hoopla™ (Etc.™)
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Distinct Advantage

Spaces that feature perfectly suited touches make an office 
feel like an extension of your personality. From dual-purpose 
pedestals and convenient storage nooks to accessories that 
fit precisely on its beam, EverySpace offers a multitude of 
storage, casegoods, desk configurations, and accents that  
put the user at the center of their space.

Also shown 
Work + Task Seating: Melora™   /   Ottoman: Joelle™



Flexible and Functional 

By designing around user needs, EverySpace brings  
personal, human feeling into highly functional spaces. 
Abundant configurations of storage options and 
worksurfaces, in conjunction with its unique beam platform 
make the user feel like the space was designed to fit their 
specific needs and work style. EverySpace’s locker storage 
units are a smart solution that is not only functional but  
offers spatial and acoustical division. 

Also shown 
Side + Guest Seating: Nate & Natty™

Stacking + Nesting Seating: Chaddy™ (National®)
Ottoman: Hoopla™ (Etc.™)
Bench: Looper™ (David Edward®) 
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Meet in Style 

EverySpace composes gathering areas that are welcoming 
and eye-catching. Available in multiple sizes, the freestanding 
conference tables showcase EverySpace’s angled leg design, 
which can be painted to feature sensible style or dramatic 
flair. In addition, EverySpace also offers a collection of 
freestanding tables in a variety of sizes, shapes, heights,  
and leg styles.

Also shown 
Side + Guest Seating: Nate & Natty™ 

Freestanding Screen: Paradolia®
Impromptu Seating: Toss™ (National®)
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Open Dialogue 

Scalable in size, EverySpace offers components that can  
be used to outfit every space from shared workstations 
in an open plan environment to touchdown stations and 
private offices. With a vast offering of storage solutions that 
put everything within arm’s reach and can double as space 
dividers, EverySpace’s flexibility beautifully creates  
a cohesive aesthetic.

Also shown

1 & 2:
Work + Task Seating: Eager™

3:
Work + Task Seating: Karid™ (National®)
Suspension Rods + Panels: Paradolia®

4: 
Side + Guest Seating: Idara™ (National®)
Lounge Seating: Embra™

Lounge Seating: Hobsen™ (National®)
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Coordinated & Organized 

When pairing the table desk and wall unit, it’s easy 
to create a workstation that feels cohesive and 
poised. Integrated media and storage solutions  
turn this workspace into so much more. 

Space Savers

Use single-sided units to maximize capacity or 
create space division in an open plan. EverySpace’s 
unique mobile pedestals are great for storage and 
can also be used as impromptu seating. 

Maximum Productivity 

Choose the 90˚ straight extension worksurfaces 
to provide a larger working space with a cockpit 
feel. Partner those with the end console units and 
storage towers to provide ample and convenient 
space for personal and work items.

Cozy Comforts 

This multi-person station has all of the elements 
needed for maximum comfort and efficiency.  
From the height adjustable worksurfaces and 
personal storage elements to the addition of 
biophilia on the beam, this environment is ideal  
for individual work and collaboration.

Make a Statement

With an adjustable height L-unit and an impressive 
storage wall, this executive office set up is ready  
to take command.
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Open & Fresh

Utilize the power beam, worksurfaces, and storage 
to create a solution that accommodates everyone. 
The storage with base frame coordinates  
with EverySpace’s angled legs to provide an  
open aesthetic.

Let’s Meet  

When gathering in person or in a hybrid 
environment, meeting spaces that offer media 
capabilities are in demand. EverySpace’s storage 
components feature an integrated wire management 
channel and electrical power distribution so that 
technology and cords can be hidden.

Quick Sync 

Brainstorm and huddle spontaneously by creating 
a workspace that has an integrated gathering area. 
No need to book a meeting room when your team 
area has the ability to assemble, knock out a plan, 
and get back to their individual spaces. 

Small & Mighty 

When space is at a premium, there’s no need to 
compromise. EverySpace offers shallow depth 
storage and a variety of worksurface sizes to  
create just the right setup without missing a beat. 

Flexibility is Key

The EverySpace beam brings power and data 
to worksurface height, making it easy to utilize 
technology for individual work or hybrid situations. 
Mobile tables with privacy screens and pedestal 
storage units can be rearranged to create flexible 
spaces, while beam mounted tops serve as a  
quick touchdown station.

Collaboration Station 

For multipurpose areas, EverySpace easily supports 
gathering, displaying media, and impromptu seating. 
The screens not only provide audio and visual 
privacy, they offer design appeal by adding a  
punch of color. 
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